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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
VOLCANOES 
A volcano is a landform, a mountain, where molten 
rocks erupt through the surface of the planet. The 
volcano mountain opens downwards to a pool of 
molten rocks underneath the surface of the earth. 
Volcanoes are categorized into three main categories: 

 Active Volcanoes: A volcano will be classified as an 
active volcano if at the present time it is expected 
to erupt or is erupting already. 

 Dormant Volcanoes: The classification of 
volcanoes which is called dormant would be a 
volcano that is not erupting or predicted to erupt 
in the near future. 

 Extinct Volcanoes: An extinct volcano is a volcano 
that no one expects will ever have another 
eruption. 

Types of Volcanoes: 
These are grouped into four types: 

 Cinder cones 

 Composite volcanoes 

 Shield volcanoes 

 Lava volcanoes 
Cinder Cones: These are the simplest type of volcano. 
They occur when particles and blobs of lava are ejected 
from a volcanic vent. The lava is blown violently into 
the air, and the pieces rain down around the vent. Over 
time, this builds up a circular or oval-shaped cone, with 
a bowl-shaped crater at the top. Cinder cone volcanoes 
rarely grow larger than about 1,000 feet above their 
surroundings. 
Composite Volcanoes: Composite volcanoes are some 
of the Earth’s grandest mountains, and they are also 
called as stratovolcanoes. They are typically 
symmetrical cones of large dimension built of 
alternating layers of lava flows, steep-sided, volcanic 
ash, blocks, bombs, and cinders and may rise as much 
as 8,000 feet above their bases. 
Shield Volcanoes: A shield volcano is a type of volcano 
usually built almost entirely of fluid lava flows. They 
have very gentle slopes and are developed 
horizontally. Shield volcanoes are built by effusive 
eruptions, which flow out in all directions. They almost 
never have violent eruptions, with basic lava simply 
flowing out. 
Lava Domes: Lava domes are the fourth type of volcano 
that we are going to discuss. Unlike composite and 
shield volcanoes, lava domes are of tiny stature. They 
are formed when the lava is too viscous to flow to a 
great distance. As the lava dome slowly grows, the 
outer surface cools and hardens as the lava continues 
to pile within. Eventually, the internal pressure can 
shatter the outer surface, causing loose fragments to 
spill down its sides. Generally, such lava domes are 
found on the flanks of larger composite volcanoes. 

MCQ 
1. What is a volcano? 

a) A large storm with very high speed winds 
b) A large cloud that generates rain, hail, and 
lightning 
c) Earth’s crust where molten lava, hot ash, and 
gases from below the Earth’s crust escape into the 
air. 
d) None of these 

2. What is the world’s highest volcano? 
a) Mauna Loa  b) Ojos del Salado  
c) Cotopaxi  d) None of these 

3. What is the oldest volcano in the world? 
a) Mauna Loa  b) Mount Tambora 
c) Mt Etna  d) None of these 

4. What’s the smallest volcano in the world? 
a) Mount Bulusan b) Mount Pinatubo 
c) Mount Taal  d) None of these 

5. What is the youngest volcano in the world? 
a) Mauna Loa  b) Paricutin 
c) Cotopaxi  d) None of these 

ANS KEYS  
1. C 2. B 3. C 4. C 5. B 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE  
Simple, Complex Or Compound Sentence 
 A simple sentence has just one clause and one 

finite verb. 
 A complex sentence has one main clause and one 

or more subordinate clauses. 
 A compound sentence has two or more coordinate 

clauses of equal rank. 
Direction: State whether the sentences given below 
are simple, complex or compound. 
1. Sam went to the party but his wife stayed at home. 
2. Though it is late, we can go now. 
3. As it was expensive, I didn’t buy it. 
4. Despite working hard, she could not finish the 

project on time. 
5. In spite of their best efforts, they could not save her. 
6. As she is ill, she cannot go to work. 
7. Since it was a holiday I didn’t get out of bed until 

afternoon. 
8. If you listen to me, you will not run into problems. 
9. I cleaned the rooms and my husband cooked lunch. 

10. You can stay with me or you can rent an apartment. 
Answers 

1. Sam went to the party but his wife stayed at home. 
(Compound sentence) 

2. Though it is late, we can go now. (Complex sentence) 
3. As it was expensive, I didn’t buy it. (Complex sentence) 
4. Despite working hard, she could not finish the 

project on time. (Simple sentence) 
5. In spite of their best efforts, they could not save 

her. (Simple sentence) 
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6. As she is ill, she cannot go to work. (Complex 
sentence) 

7. Since it was a holiday I didn’t get out of bed until 
afternoon. (Complex sentence) 

8. If you listen to me, you will not run into problems. 
(Complex sentence) 

9. I cleaned the rooms and my husband cooked 
lunch. (Compound sentence) 

10. You can stay with me or you can rent an 
apartment. (Compound sentence) 

REASONING 
A mirror image is a reflected duplication of an object 
that appears identical but reversed (Lateral 
Inversion). In simple words - when we see a reversed 
object in mirror, right part of the object appears in the 
left and vice-versa, but the upper and lower part 
remains constant, it is called a "Mirror Image".  
Let us consider an example 

 
From the above figure, it is clear that in a mirror image 
top and bottom of an image does not change but 
LHS(Left Hand side) of a real image becomes RHS(Right 
Hand Side) in mirror image and RHS is real image 
become LHS in mirror image. So, it can be concluded 
that the mirror image is the lateral inversion of real 
image. 
There are few images which always have the same 
reflection (not reversed) as they are in mirror, i.e. 
 In Alphabet: A, H, I, M, O, T, U, V, W, X, Y - ( 11 ) 
 In Numerical Digits: 0, 8 - ( 2 ) 
 In Geometry: □, △, ○, ◇......... etc. 
1. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles 

the mirror image of the given combination. 

  
a)4  b)1 c)2 d)3 

2. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles 
the mirror image of the given combination. 

 
a)4  b)1 c)2 d)3 

3. Choose the alternative which is closely resembles 
the mirror image of the given combination. 

 
a)4  b)1 c)2 d)3 

4. If a mirror is placed on the line AB, then which of 
the answer figures is the right image of the given 
figure? 

 
a)4  b)1 c)2 d)3 

5. If a mirror is placed on the line AB, then which of 
the answer figures is the right image of the given 
figure? 
Question Figures 

 
a)4  b)1 c)2 d)3 
 
Answer Keys  
1. a;  2.b; 3.b; 4.c; 5.b; 

MATH 
Geometric Progression (GP) 
A geometric progression or a geometric sequence is the 
sequence, in which each term is varied by another by a 
common ratio. The next term of the sequence is 
produced when we multiply a constant (which is non-
zero) to the preceding term. It is represented by: 
a, ar, ar2, ar3, ar4, and so on. 
Where a is the first term and r is the common ratio. 
It is to be noted that when we divide any succeeding 
term from its preceding term, then we get the value 
equal to the common ratio. 
Suppose we divide the 3rd term by the 2nd term we 
get: 
ar2/ar = r 
In the same way: 
ar3/ar2 = r 
ar4/ar3 = r 
Properties of Geometric Progression (GP) 
Some of the important properties of GP are listed 
below: 

 Three non-zero terms a, b, c are in GP if and only if 
b2 = ac 

 In a finite GP, the product of the terms equidistant 
from the beginning and the end is the same 
That means, t1.tn = t2.tn-1 = t3.tn-2 = ….. 

Geometric Progression Formulas 
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The list of formulas related to GP is given below which 
will help in solving different types of problems. 

 The nth term of a GP is Tn = arn-1 

 Common ratio = r = Tn/ Tn-1 

 The formula to calculate the sum of the first n 
terms of a GP is given by: 
Sn = a[(rn – 1)/(r – 1)] if r ≠ 1and r > 1 
Sn = a[(1 – rn)/(1 – r)] if r ≠ 1 and r < 1 

 The nth term from the end of the GP with the last 
term l and common ratio r = l/ [r(n – 1)]. 

 The sum of infinite, i.e. the sum of a GP with 
infinite terms is S∞= a/(1 – r) such that 0 < r < 1. 

 If three quantities are in GP, then the middle one is 
called the geometric mean of the other two terms.  

 If a, b and c are three quantities in GP, then and b 
is the geometric mean of a and c. This can be 
written as b2 = ac or b =√ac. 

1. Question 1:  
If the first term is 10 and the common ratio of a 
GP is 3, then write the first five terms of GP. 
Solution:  
Given, 
First term, a = 10 
Common ratio, r = 3 
We know the general form of GP for first five 
terms is given by: 
a, ar, ar2, ar3, ar4 
a = 10 
ar = 10 × 3 = 30 
ar2 = 10 × 32 = 10 × 9 = 90 
ar3 = 10 × 33 = 270 
ar4 = 10 × 34 = 810 
Therefore, the first five terms of GP with 10 as the 
first term and 3 as the common ratio are: 
10, 30, 90, 270 and 810 

2. Question 2:  
Find the sum of GP: 10, 30, 90, 270 and 810. 
Solution:  
Given GP is 10, 30, 90, 270 and 810 
First term, a = 10 
Common ratio, r = 30/10 = 3 > 1 
Number of terms, n = 5 
Sum of GP is given by; 
Sn = a[(rn – 1)/(r – 1)] 
S5 = 10[(35 – 1)/(3 – 1)] 

= 10[(243 – 1)/2] 
= 10[242/2] 
= 10 × 121 
= 1210 

3. Question 3: 
 If 2, 4, 8,…., is the GP, then find its 10th term. 
Solution:  
The nth term of GP is given by: 
2, 4, 8,…. 
Here, a = 2 and r = 4/2 = 2 
an = arn-1 
Therefore, 
a10 = 2 x 210 – 1 
= 2 × 29 
= 1024 

4. Question 4:  
If the first term of a G.P. is 20 and the common 
ratio is 4. Find the 5th term. 
Solution:  
Given, 
First term, a=20 
Common ratio, r=4 
We know, 
Nth term of G.P., 
an = arn-1 
⇒ a5 = 20×44 
= 20×256 
= 5120 

5. Question 5:  
The sum of the first three terms of a G.P. is 21/2 
and their product is 27. Find the common ratio. 
Solution:  
Let three terms of G.P. be a/r, a, ar. 
Given, 
Product of first three terms = 27 
⇒ (a/r) (a) (ar) = 27 
⇒ a3 = 27 
⇒ a = 3. 
Sum of first three terms = 21/2 
⇒ (a / r + a + ar) = 21/2 
⇒ a (1 / r + 1 + 1r) = 21/2 
⇒ (1 / r + 1 + 1r) = (21/2)/3 = 7/2 
⇒ (r2 + r + 1) = (7/2) r 
⇒ r2 – (5/2) r + 1 = 0 
⇒ r = 2 and ½ 

 
ODIA LANGUAGE  

bâc iõùgû]^ : g± I aûKý 

 @ûc IWÿò@û aýûKeY aWÿ KäòÁ I KÁ ùaûfò iû]ûeYZü C_f² ùjûA[ûGö ùZYê bûhû @¤d^ ùlZâùe iû]ûeY ZîUò _eòflòZ 

jêGö @gê¡ fòL^ I K[^ ij aûKý c¤ùe iÚòZ K© ðû, Kcð, Kòâdû, aòùghý, aòùghY, @aýd I i§ò_\e aýajûe ùb\ùe @û¸cû^ue 

ajê aòPêýZò I bâc _eò\éÁ ùjûA[ûGö iû]ûeYZü @û¸cû^uê g±MZ @gê¡òMZ CyûeY, ]ß̂ òe bêf CyûeY, ~êqûle fòL^ ZîUò, i§ò, 

_âZýd I a^û^ _âùdûM R ò̂Z ZîUò aòPêýZò ù~ûMêñ gê¡ bûhú aýajûe Keòaû i¸a_e jêG^ûjóö Gjò _eòù_âlúùe ùKùZK iû]ûeY ZîUò 
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_âbéZò _âZò \éÁò ù\ùf bûhû iêùaû¤ I K[^ ijR, iek jêGö GiaêKê \éÁòùe eLô ùKùZK iû]ûeY ZîUòKê iê]ûeòaû ijRiû¤ cù^jêGö 

ò̂cÜùe ùKùZK @gê¡ g±e gê¡ eì_e \éÁû« _â\ ùjûAQòö 

1. i§òcìkK @gê¡ò I gê¡eì_ :  

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 \òMû´e  \òM´e 

 \ìeûaiÚû  \êeaiÚû 

 eRMêY  eùRûMêY 

 aûKþù\aú  aûMþù\aú 

2. a‰ð I ]ß ò̂cìkK @gê¡ò : 

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 @cúd  @còd 

 ZéUú  ZîUò 

 cì© ðú  cì© ðò 

 cûcêñ  cûcê 

 aòh‰ð  aòh‰ 

3. ‘Y’Zß aò]ô I ‘h’Zß aò]ôMZ @gê¡ò : 

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 _eòÄûe  _eòÃûe 

 iêicû  iêhcû 

 _êeÃûe  _êeÄûe 

 aòiRð̂   aòi{ð^ 

 eêY  EY 

 fûa^ý  fûaYý 

 ùa ê̂_êe  ùaYê_êe 

4. Ké\«, ZŸòZ I fòwcìkK @gê¡ò 

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 CKôhðZû  CKôhð 

 ùiøR^ýZû  ùiøR^ý 

 GKZâòZ  GKZâ 

 ùcø^Zû  ùcø^ 

 iêùKgò̂ ú  iêùKgû 

 @^û[ô̂ ú  @^û[û 

5. aP^MZ I aûKýMZ @gê¡ò : 

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 @ù^K ùfûKcûù^ ùfûKcûù^ / @ù^K ùfûK 

 MQcûù^  MQMêWÿòK 

 R^Zûcû^ue R^Zûe 

 RùY ùQûU _òfûUòG ùQûU _òfûUòG / RùY ùQûU _òfû 

6. icûi R ò̂Z @gê¡ò : 

 @gê¡ g±  gê¡ eì_ 

 @j ò̂ðgò  @j ò̂ðg 

 \òaûeûZòâ  \òaûeûZâ 

 ^úùeûMú  ^úùeûM 

 ò̂ùŸðûhú  ò̂ùŸðûh

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


